GUIDELINES FOR POSTERS

All posters submitted for the symposium must comply with these instructions. It is important that the grammar and spelling of the text in your poster is correct. If English is not your first language, please have a native English speaking colleague check it for you.

Deadline for posters

The authors are responsible to bring the posters with them and be prepared to pin them up in the areas assigned by symposium organizers. The posters are scheduled to be hanged on the afternoon of June 11th, 2007. If you come later, you would need to ask for help.

Details

Posters are expected to include main outline of an argument with appropriate visual information of details, stages and support to the argument. Authors should design posters with equal attention to intellectual clarity and graphic quality.

Each poster presentation can only consist of up to two ISO A0 sheets (~84.1 x 118.9 cm) in portrait orientation. The sheets could be designed either to be a joined continuous presentation or as two independent pieces, but in this case conceptual completeness is essential.

Posters should comprise visual materials as drawings, tables, photographs, maps, diagrams etc. and text. Text should be used in three categories; titles, headings and discussion, independent text and captions with the following restrictions; 1. Text, except main title and the author identification should not be more than %75 of the poster presentation area, 2. Independent text should not be more than 250 words and 3. Captions should not be more than 100 words for each A0 sheets. Authors are free to use any fonts, but the size of the fonts should be chosen for clear legibility considering that text can be read from a distance of approx. 120 cm.

Posters should be printed on the plain or coated paper without assembling to any material as card board, photo block etc. Posters will be clipped to the assigned presentation boards by the authors. Clips will be provided.

There are several places near Taskisla Building where posters could be printed but, Local Organizing Committee advises authors to bring their posters with them, to eliminate any conflicts due to software, format, fonts, and etc. problems.

Thanks in advance for your attention and,
good luck...

Organizing Committee